To whom it may concern,
When we had first heard of the Kleenoil and Power Up products, we understood the concept right away
and were very intrigued to see the results first hand. We knew that having the best protection possible for our
tour buses would minimize downtime and extend component life. Being told that we could become a 'green'
company at the same time by conserving oil was another benefit we were looking forward to achieving.
We had big expectations, but were blown away with the results we actually got! After switching to Thixogrease
and adding the other Power Up products to our rear differentials, transmissions, crank cases and using the
Gen49D diesel additive, we have noticed smoother gear changes, more horsepower and better MPG's, less
blow-by out of the exhaust, our oil analysis is showing that our engine oil is cleaner than brand new off the
shelf and wear in our engines has virtually been eliminated!
The money we're saving through better MPG's and extended oil drains is phenomenal. These products are
actually paying us to use them! We never thought going green would be so cost effective. We were prepared
to add to our budget to get the best possible protection available for our buses with regards to all of our
petroleum based needs, but as I just said, it doesn't cost us to use Kleenoil and Power up, it pays!
With the unconditional lifetime warranty, it is a one time investment that will provide profitable returns for
years to come and we will be utilizing all of these products on every piece of equipment we own and highly
recommend them to anyone who cares about their equipment and their bottom line. The performance of these
products speaks for themselves and the service from the Kleenoil representatives has been second to none.
Sincerely,
K.Wayne Neil
President
Rock Safaris, Inc.
http://www.rocksafaris.com/

